
KBX SERIES

Electric actuatorFlexible combination of modules allows 
application in a variety of transporting situations

XY type2
axes

XZ type2
axes

YZ type2
axes

2
axes

XYZ type3
axes

XYZR type4
axes

Complete with axes of various sizes.

Max. load capacity 250 kg (ball screw drive).

Max. stroke length 4,450 mm 
(timing belt drive).

Use a no lubrication sealant to make it a long 
term maintenance-free unit.

Easy construction of orthogonal transport systems to 
match a variety of processes.

It can even trace complex 3D 
shapes quickly and accurately
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Transport/part feed

2
axes XY type
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3
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Adhesive 
application

4
axes XYZR type

Sealing
2

axes XZ type
Stocker

Electric actuator

 Connect single axis controllers with link 
cables to make a multi-axis controller.

 High tact, max. 4 axes simultaneous 
control, and complex sealing available.

Controller

Motor
Controller
Set type

Variations are made unlimited simply by rearranging 
standard parts.
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